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General remarks
about the drafts 
and process



Statistics 
(and a few 
related caveats)



Existing 
districts



Option A

• Hybrid: seeking balance 
between maintaining 
district cores and 
honoring other principles

• Recognizable, describable
boundaries

• Considering future
growth

• Several precinct splits

• No paired incumbents
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Option B

• Option that most 
preserves the shapes of 
existing districts

• Efforts made to use 
landmarks as boundaries

• Considering future 
growth

• Option with the most 
precinct splits (including 
two  three-way)

• No paired incumbents



Option C

• Departs the most from 
existing district shapes

• Most compact, clean 
boundaries, geographic 
balance of population

• Considering future 
growth

• One interior precinct split, 
others just on periphery

• Three incumbents in 
district 1





Option C

• Departs the most from 
general existing pattern

• Most compact, clean 
boundaries, geographic 
balance of population

• Considering future 
growth

• One interior precinct split, 
others just on periphery

• Three incumbents in 
district 1



Maps showing changes



Changed areas 
in Option A
• Solids represent proposed 

district

• Dots represent existing 
district

• If no dots visible, the area 
is unchanged
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Changed areas 
in Option C
• Solids represent proposed 

district

• Dots represent existing 
district

• If no dots visible, the area 
is unchanged



“Population 
Equator”
• Concept requires some 

explanation

• Relevant to incumbent 
residency





Discussion
Perhaps including use of interactive map.


